See the first artificial Earth satellite, a spacesuit of the first spacemen in a Cosmonautic Museum, and the first
moonwalker
Get to know the history of Russian vodka and vodka tasting
Visit the cosmonaut training centre
Meet a spacemen and get life hacks on how to survive in space
Go inside full-size models of the spacecraft “Soyuz”
Wear a real spacesuit
Eat real space food like a spaceman
Choose between other space adventures: experience G-loads in a huge centrifuge of zero-gravity in a flying laboratory
***************************************************************************************************
Are you fascinated by the cosmonauts and want to dive into the atmosphere of space adventures? Come to Moscow for an
extraordinary cosmonautic experience! Start with a visit to a museum located in a 100-meter high silver-rocket. This place
hides some true treasures, like the first artificial Earth satellite, a space suite of the first spaceman, Yuri Gagarin, the first
man in space, and a life-size model of the MIR Space station. Later, walk the Cosmonauts Alley and hear about the most
important people in the Soviet Union, and also the world’s history of astronautics.
Before the next part, you will need to take a shot of vodka for bravery. The most interesting way to do so is in the Vodka
museum located in the reconstructed 17th century imperial palace. Here you will have vodka tasting of the finest Russian
brands and hear about the almost 600-year history of Russian vodka. Don’t miss a chance to buy traditional crafts in the
Artist Avenue nearby.

Now after vodka tasting has put you in the right mood, you are ready for real space adventures in the spaceman training
centre – Russia’s only “school of cosmonauts” and one of the most enduring symbols of the human quest beyond Earth.
Here you will talk to real spacemen and hear stories about their life in space and preparation on Earth. You will not only see
their training equipment, but also test some of them! You can get inside full-size models of the Russian spacecraft “Soyuz”,
which is also used for cosmonaut training. Don’t hesitate to try on a spacesuit and taste space food – tuba with juice, bread
and sweets.
Your bravest dreams can come true here! Would you like to fly like a bird in zero-gravity on board a flying laboratory, like
the cosmonauts do during their space flight training? What about getting inside the world’s largest (18 m) centrifuge designed
to simulate G-force? Would you like to experience a hydro laboratory, a huge pool that simulates weightlessness?
Whatever you choose to do here, it will be a truly memorable experience.
What would be the best way to end this adventure? To have an outstanding gala dinner and taste the favourite dishes of
the Soviet government and Stalin himself in his underground restaurant.

